The name trusted for more than 25 years
For General Purpose Applications
These doors are the perfect choice
when visibility and safety are needed

Specifically made for Walk-in
Coolers and Freezers
Clear Vu doors are the best doors on
the market for cooler or freezer
applications. Employees love the
easy access. The auto-closing feature
keeps cold in.
Clear .08 or .125 PVC
doors offer full visibility

Clear Vu and Impact Swinging Doors
•Can't be tied back
•Opens with less than 1lb. of pressure
•Longer lasting and easier to walk through than strip doors
•Extend compressor life through better temperature control
•Won 't drag over carried or pushed items
•Doesn’t stick together like strips – unaffected by moisture
•Custom made to your specifications or available in stock sizes
Both doors have the unique gravity
hinge (Patent Pending) featuring:
+ steel springs
+ steel fasteners
+ steel rod
+ roller ball bearings
Also available in stainless steel , and noncorrosive
materials .

10 Year Rust Proof Warranty
During the warranty if any part of the doors rusts while in use in a walk-in cooler,
freezer or any other application it will be exchanged at no charge to the user.

Warranty: Clear Vu and Impact Doors are warranted to be free from
manufacturing defects for 90 days from the date shipped.

Kingman Industries (2012) Ltd.
#288 – 1538 Cliveden Ave.,
Delta, BC, V3M 6J8

Green .125 Impact Doors have a 15" x 15"
standard clear polycarbonate window which is
virtually unbreakable and shatterproof
Impact Plates for High Impact Areas
Resist wear and tear when hand trucks, carts or
forklifts push through doors . Impact plates made of
.125 ABS can be added to both sides of any Clear Vu
or Impact door. Plates are permanently bonded to the
doors
Impact Doors are available in the following colors:

(P) 604.540.6525
(F) 604.540.6526
Toll Free 888.267.899

